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Introduction
The Prospector union catalog has entered its nineteenth year of operation and continues
as a key service for supporting forty eight libraries in the Rocky Mountain region in the
sharing of print, audio, media and electronic resources. In addition to its role as a system
for the patron initiated borrowing of physical items, the system also acts as a portal to
millions of electronic resources including e-books, ejournals, government reports, and
other materials. For academic libraries Prospector is the backbone for the Alliance
Shared Print Trust which allows libraries to weed and shape their collections based on
the holdings and commitments made by other libraries.
The Prospector system operates on software developed by Innovative Interfaces Inc.
called Innovative Resource Sharing (formerly named INN-Reach). As the premier resource
sharing system in the region, Prospector is now home to almost 15 million unique titles
representing over 34 million items. Approximately one third of the unique content in
Prospector is electronic resources (e.g. e-books, ejournals, audio). In most cases users
must have a library card to access the e-resources from their local library although some
publishers do allow resource sharing for e-content (e.g. Springer and Elsevier ebooks).

For more information contact:
Rose Nelson
Assistant Director
Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries
303-759-3399 X103
rose@coalliance.org
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Highlights
92%
The percentage of Coloradans
that have access to Prospector

85%
4 and 2 yr. academic inst.
access Prospector

498,000
498,000

number of annual fulfillments through
annual lends through Prospector
Prospector

15 million
Number of unique titles in Prospector

34 million
Number of copies in Prospector
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Highlights
The Prospector system fulfilled almost 498,000 requests for books, ebooks, DVDs and CDs
over the last year. As the following chart illustrates, there has been a notable downward
trend in the number of annual fulfillments as libraries continue to purchase more eresources that have restrictions on lending.
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Highlights
The good news is that Prospector still plays an integral role in lending physical items.
Here’s one anecdote from an avid Prospector customer.

“I am a professional violinist, and I recently moved from New York City to Denver. I regularly
devise concert programs, both for a small chamber music series I run in NY and for other
freelance concerts I play in other locales. In order to do this, I listen and consider a wide
range of pieces, from early music of the Baroque to contemporary works by living
composers, in addition to the standard repertoire such as the string quartets of Mozart,
Beethoven, Schubert, etc. My colleagues and our audiences have appreciated the wide
range of excellent but less often played -- or even virtually unknown--music which we have
performed. The scores and parts for these older, newer, or less known works are often out of
print, hard to find, or prohibitively expensive. Certainly when I consider what to program, I
must be sure the actual music is available for us to use! And if it is still in print, before
deciding if the concert series budget (or my personal budget) can stretch to purchase it, I
much prefer to actually see the hard copy, and decide if we will program the work. When I
lived in NY, I had access to the NY Public Library and several wonderful local collections,
such as those of the Juilliard School of Music and Columbia University. Moving to Denver, I
was a bit anxious on this score (pun?) but I have already found Prospector to be a most
useful tool in my research. For example, I recently was able to examine a Luigi Boccherini
(1743-1805) string quartet available for purchase only from dealers in Europe, and similarly
examine a piece for clarinet, violin and cello by Hans Gal (1890-1987), also only available by
ordering from abroad. I feel very happy and privileged to have access to all the excellent
music libraries in our wide Prospector area, so that my programming can remain as
interesting and imaginative as in the past. “
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Prospector Upgrades
Old WebPac & Refresher
In March of this year the Alliance contracted with III to update the Classic WebPac to
provide a more seamless experience between Encore and Classic. The most dramatic
change was in color from tans and browns to white. There were minor changes in
language and fewer clicks to get to the full record. All the functionality of the former
WebPac remains, the screen is just cleaner with more white space.
Old WebPac

WebPac Refresher

Prospector was upgraded to INN-Reach 3.1 and Encore 4.7 SP2. While no upgrade is
perfect and there are occasional technical issues with Prospector, these latest platforms
are more compliant with the latest versions of Sierra and Polaris.
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Prospector Upgrades
Data Center Move
In July of 2018 The Alliance relocated its data center to the University of Denver, this
entailed purchasing new hardware and software and running some services on virtual
machines. This new site offers an updated infrastructure with faster internet speeds and
better security. Prospector and other Alliance services were down a little longer than
expected, but with hard work from staff and vendors, all critical services have been
restored and are working well in a more secure environment. Money from a Prospector
reserve fund was used to purchase new equipment and software. The University of
Denver has generously offered to host the data center.

Gold Rush Library Content Comparison System
The Alliance has continued progress on the Gold Rush Library Catalog Comparison
System, a collection analytics tool that allows libraries to analyze their own collection and
additionally compare their library catalog to other libraries in the system. The impetus for
this development is part of the Alliance Shared Print Trust among members of the
Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries in which some libraries have made long term
retention commitments of print resources. These commitments will allow other libraries
in the region to either weed materials or put lesser used printed materials in storage.
Other uses for the software include weeding, collection overlap analysis, space estimates
for building/remodeling programs, exporting metadata for a discovery layer, etc.
Any library in the Prospector system may load records into the system at no additional
cost to their Prospector membership. Libraries that aren’t members of the Alliance or
Prospector may also participate but will pay an annual fee to have their records loaded.
About 20 libraries in other states have loaded records into this software to assist in their
regional analysis. Please contact the Alliance if your library would like to contribute
records to the system. Catalog records need to be loaded as a direct extraction from your
integrated library system (rather than taken from Prospector).
An analysis takes only seconds to run and data may be graphically viewed and records
may be exported in a variety of formats including MARC21, MARC XML, or as a delimited
file (for loading into Excel).
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Prospector Upgrades
Gold Rush Library Content Comparison System Update
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New Libraries and System
Migrations
At the end of 2017, High Plains Library District joined Prospector. The district which
spans 4,000 square miles includes all of Weld County except for areas covered by the
Windsor-Severance Library District and the City of Dacono. High Plains serves over
245,000 residents in Weld and surrounding counties and is comprised of seven branch
libraries, a bookmobile and six autonomous member libraries each with their own board
of trustees.
The CU Health Sciences Library was out of Prospector from November 2017 for their
migration to ALMA-ExLibris and rejoined Prospector through the Resource Sharing
Broker, formerly DCB, in February of 2018. Since rejoining they’ve had over 1,000 lends
and over 600 requests.
The Colorado School of Mines left Prospector back in 2012 due to compatibility issues
with their local system and INN-Reach. We were thrilled to have them rejoin Prospector
through Alma-ExLibris in May of 2018.
After several years of change and growth due to system migrations and additions,
Prospector is at a stable point with 48 participating libraries-38 of which are Sierra or
Millennium, 1 Polaris, 5 ALMA and 2 SirsiDynix libraries.
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Add a little bit of body text
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Impact Measures
This years’ annual report includes standard measures such as Prospector
statistics and a review of the year. We have also included some
measures to gauge the impact of Prospector on users and staff.

Impact Measures
Prospector cost as percentage of materials budget for Alliance libraries
Prospector costs as a percentage of public libraries' print budget
Prospector vs. traditional ILL breakdown by library
Number of Prospector loans versus record contribution from each site
Percentage of borrows through Prospector by population served or
head count
Patron survey data
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Impact Measures
Prospector cost as percentage of materials budget for
Alliance libraries
Prospector is a very affordable way to extend the collection without making a large fiscal
impact on the materials budget. Alliance libraries spend over 57 million collectively on their
materials budgets. The amount they spend to borrow items from Prospector is typically less
than 1% of their overall materials budget.
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Impact Measures
Prospector cost as percentage of materials budget for
Alliance libraries cont.
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Impact Measures
Prospector cost as percentage of public libraries’ print
budgets for 2017
The following table includes overall print expenditures for public libraries in Prospector.
Figures exclude e-resources, audiobooks and other types of materials.
The median spent on print expenditures for public libraries is $172,000. In most cases,
Prospector is 5-7% of the overall print materials budget.
Figures from 2017 LRS public library survey. https://www.lrs.org/public/data/basic/. All
numbers from 2017 unless otherwise noted in the “time frame” column.
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Impact Measures
Prospector cost as percentage of public libraries’ print
budgets for 2017
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Impact Measures
Prospector vs. traditional ILL for returnables
breakdown by library in 2017
One of the benefits of a resource sharing system is that libraries are able to naturally extend
their collections by borrowing items from other libraries in the network. This is a large cost
savings and staff efficiency as fewer items are sent through traditional ILL such as OCLC. Vail
Public Library uses Prospector exclusively for all interlibrary loan transactions.
*Please note that if your library is not listed in this chart, it should be listed under exceptions on
page 17 of the report.

*Please note that if your library is not listed in this chart, it should be listed under libraries
outside of 2017 on page 17 of the report.
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Impact Measures
Supporting table: Prospector vs traditional ILL for
returnables in 2017
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Impact Measures
Prospector vs. traditional ILL for returnables
Libraries outside of 2017 calendar year

Some libraries didn’t have a complete year of data for 2017 either because they were out of
Prospector during a local system migration or joined Prospector later in 2017.
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Impact Measures
Percentage of lends based on record contribution FY2018
This chart illustrates that even though public libraries may have smaller collections on average
then their academic counterparts, they lend a larger percentage of their overall collections,
which include more popular and leisure titles. This is also consistent with findings from the
Prospector customer survey where the strongest use of Prospector is for recreational purposes.
A break down in data from Marmot libraries was not available during the time of this report.
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Impact Measures
Percentage of lends based on record contribution FY2018
cont.

Marmot data not available at this time.
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Impact Measures
Percentage of borrows through Prospector --pop. served
The number of items borrowed on its own reveals very little. However, when correlated to the
population served, it becomes more meaningful. The following chart shows the percentage of
Prospector borrows based on the population served or head count for academics.
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Impact Measures
Percentage of borrows through Prospector by population
served or head count

Only includes libraries that were in Prospector all of 2017.
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Prospector Customer Survey
Such a wonderful resource!
Thank you for existing! ❤
Prospector has been a wonderful
resource for academic research and
personal use over many years; makes
already fantastic CO and neighbor library
system resources even more valuable;
hope that Prospector continues to thrive
and is well supported/funded

This is a fabulous services I
utilize regularly and about
which I brag to friends,
acquaintances and any
random library patron I see
who is struggling to locate a
title -- AND IT'S FREE!!

Prospector is pretty much my favorite thing ever. I love how
the system works and typically request books three or four
times a week. It's an absolutely fabulous resource to have
access to.

Thank you! Tax payer
money well spent!

LOVE IT! we are so lucky to have this; I know it takes a lot of
coordination and staff time. Thank you, everyone.
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Prospector Customer Survey
At the end of March a link to a customer survey was added to the header in Encore.
Over seven months, 470 customer responses were collected. Results of that survey follow.
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Prospector Customer Survey
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Prospector Customer Survey

What do you value most about Prospector?
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Prospector Customer Survey
How can we improve Prospector?
There were 494 individual responses to this question, some respondents had more than one
suggestion. Responses were added to one of eight broad categories.
Though many respondents indicated that Prospector was good as is some experienced access
problems or had difficulty navigating the site. About a third of Prospector is composed of eresources mostly restricted to local patrons. However, the bigger problem is not restriction, but
that it’s difficult to discern what e-resources are requestable from those that aren’t. This also
applies to physical materials. The request button is visible on every bib record, even when an
item is non-requestable.
A few respondents had trouble navigating the site and were a little confused about the Encore
version and the updated Classic interface which now looks a lot more like Encore. Design issues
such as font size, prominence of the search button, and discernment of media types—DVD and
blue ray were also mentioned. Not mentioned but inferred is that it’s often difficult to search a
union catalog because there are lots of duplicate entries for the same item. This is largely due to
libraries using different cataloging records for the same item. We are working with III and our
in-house developer to address accessibility and site usability issues.
Please see the graph and chart on the following page.
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Prospector Customer Survey
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Conclusion
Future Outlook
The last few years have been filled with additions and migrations to Prospector. The next likely
addition will be the Air Force Academy which joined the Alliance in 2017 and plans to join
Prospector after a local system migration. Discussions are ongoing with other libraries in the
area.
Innovative Interfaces (III) has released the much desired Direct to INN-Reach API, which allows
non-III systems to connect to Prospector directly without the Resource Sharing Broker (RSB),
formerly DCB. However, for this to work, local system providers such as ExLibris and SIrsiDynix
must write to the API. While most of these 3rd party vendors have agreed to write to the API,
this development takes time and resources. Ultimately, it is much more efficient than the RSB
as staff don’t have to duplicate work in the local system, fulfillment rates are better, and the
patron experience is much improved.
A highly anticipated future development from III is the ability to select ones library affiliation
before searching the catalog and based on this affiliation see only those eresources for which
one is entitled. Before this development can take root there are some issues to solve such as
how to handle multiple library affiliations and how to display licensed resources permissible for
sharing. Nonetheless, such a development will provide much more clarity to users and staff a
like about what resources are truly requestable.
Over the last year, the Alliance has met with the State Library to discuss the possibility of
Prospector as a replacement for SWIFT, the statewide Interlibrary Loan system. The VDX
software that SWIFT uses will eventually be discontinued. Prospector is one possible option for
a replacement. The State Library has just hired a new state librarian who will commence work
the first of the year. Once this happens, the Alliance will continue conversations with the State
Library.
As Prospector changes and grows there are always new challenges to keep the system running
smoothly and provide a high level of customer service. There have definitely been bumps in the
road. Not without its faults, INN-Reach has been the best commercial resource thus far for
creating a robust resource sharing environment with the ability to support disparate local
systems. It's still important to stay in tune with library system development and be open to
change if a better solution arises in the marketplace or open space.
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https://www.lrs.org/public/data/basic/
6. Page 15-Prospector vs. Traditional ILL-Results from survey sent to every Prospector library
7. Page 18-Percentage of lends based on record contribution-Innovative libraries (quarterly bib
& item stats, Oct 2018), Non-III libraries-numbers provided by systems librarian
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